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Remy’s just graduated college and... been kidnapped! Sent to auction. And she doesn’t have the vaguest idea
why. But intractable businessman Isaiah Grommet knows why, knows what he’s purchased, knows what
Remy was bred for, knows what she is: a Liar Charm. After the requisite training from Pakken, Inc., Remy
and her newfound little genetic talent will be invaluable to Isaiah’s billionaire empire –voluntary or not.
Awakening in a locked room in New York City with other bewildered young women Remy is thunderstruck
when informed by Isaiah what her new future is: Pakken, Inc. will train her and then she’ll be working for
him. Or, she can face the wrath (not to mention the executioner!) of Pakken itself, an old and powerful
company of very patriarchal men siring very special daughters for very special remuneration they are NOT
going to give up. But one Pakken father has had enough –and he’s secretly doing something about it.
Another one is too but in a decidedly lethal direction. And Remy? Remy has a whopping big secret herself,
one Pakken sure hasn’t bargained for. ’Cause when it comes to being forced into enslaved servitude, hipster
Remy has some pretty intractable ideas herself, creatively inventive ones if you want to be charitable, brain-
bleached hilarious ones if you want to be accurate. So if Remy can just turn her “screw yous” into “yessirs”
instead of launching her barmiest blast of fake-the-funk evah, she MIGHT not only stay alive but even pull a
Captain Sully and land the whole gigabucks Pakken lot of ’em smack in the Hudson! Unfortunately Remy
has never managed a “yessir” in her life.
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From reader reviews:

Kathy Natal:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem; you
can add your knowledge by the reserve entitled The Liar Charms. Try to stumble through book The Liar
Charms as your buddy. It means that it can to become your friend when you really feel alone and beside
those of course make you smarter than in the past. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you
considerably more confidence because you can know every little thing by the book. So , we should make
new experience and knowledge with this book.

Erica Clark:

With other case, little persons like to read book The Liar Charms. You can choose the best book if you like
reading a book. Provided that we know about how is important some sort of book The Liar Charms. You can
add understanding and of course you can around the world by just a book. Absolutely right, mainly because
from book you can learn everything! From your country until eventually foreign or abroad you will find
yourself known. About simple matter until wonderful thing you may know that. In this era, we can easily
open a book or maybe searching by internet gadget. It is called e-book. You need to use it when you feel fed
up to go to the library. Let's read.

Lauren Veach:

You may spend your free time to study this book this book. This The Liar Charms is simple bringing you can
read it in the park, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not get much space to bring often the printed book,
you can buy the e-book. It is make you easier to read it. You can save typically the book in your smart
phone. Thus there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

Jacob Florence:

This The Liar Charms is brand new way for you who has curiosity to look for some information given it
relief your hunger info. Getting deeper you upon it getting knowledge more you know or else you who still
having bit of digest in reading this The Liar Charms can be the light food for you because the information
inside this kind of book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books build itself in the form which can be
reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book contact form. People who think that in e-book form make
them feel sleepy even dizzy this e-book is the answer. So there is no in reading a book especially this one.
You can find what you are looking for. It should be here for you. So , don't miss this! Just read this e-book
kind for your better life and also knowledge.
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